Dynamic specification of coarticulated vowels spoken in sentence context.
According to a dynamic specification account, coarticulated vowels are identified on the basis of time-varying acoustic information, rather than solely on the basis of "target" information contained within a single spectral cross section of an acoustic syllable. Three experiments utilizing digitally segmented portions of consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) syllables spoken rapidly in a carrier sentence were designed to examine the relative contribution of (1) target information available in vocalic nuclei, (2) intrinsic duration information specified by syllable length, and (3) dynamic spectral information defined over syllable onsets and offsets. In experiments 1 and 2, vowels produced in three consonantal contexts by an adult male were examined. Results showed that vowels in silent-center (SC) syllables (in which vocalic nuclei were attentuated to silence leaving initial and final transitional portions in their original temporal relationship) were perceived relatively accurately, although not as well as unmodified syllables (experiment 1); random versus blocked presentation of consonantal contexts did not affect performance. Error rates were slightly greater for vowels in SC syllables in which intrinsic duration differences were neutralized by equating the duration of silent intervals between initial and final transitional portions. However, performance was significantly better than when only initial transitions or final transitions were presented alone (experiment 2). Experiment 3 employed CVC stimuli produced by another adult male, and included six consonantal contexts. Both SC syllables and excised syllable nuclei with appropriate intrinsic durations were identified no less accurately than unmodified controls. Neutralizing duration differences in SC syllables increased identification errors only slightly, while truncating excised syllable nuclei yielded a greater increase in errors. These results demonstrate that time-varying information is necessary for accurate identification of coarticulated vowels. Two hypotheses about the nature of the dynamic information specified over syllable onsets and offsets are discussed.